The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol is a well-known route discovery protocol for ad-hoc networks. OLSR optimizes the flooding of link state information through the network using multipoint relays (MPRs). Only nodes selected as MPRs are responsible for forwarding control traffic. Many research papers aim to optimize the selection of MPRs with a specific purpose in mind: e.g., to minimize their number, to keep paths with high Quality of Service or to maximize the network lifetime (the time until the first node runs out of energy). In such analyzes often the effects of the network structure on the MPR selection are not taken into account. In this paper we show that the structure of the network can have a large impact on the MPR selection. In highly regular structures (such as grids) there is even no variation in the MPR sets that result from various MPR selection mechanisms. Furthermore, we study the influence of the network structure on the network lifetime problem in a setting where at regular intervals messages are broadcasted using MPRs. We introduce the 'maximum forcedness ratio', as a key parameter of the network to describe how much variation there is in the lifetime results of various MPR selection heuristics. Although we focus our attention to OLSR, being a widely implemented
at which the first communication fails due to depletion of battery-resources).
We introduce a key parameter of networks (maximum forcedness ratio) and show how the network lifetime under different MPR selection algorithms depends on this parameter. Although we focus our attention to OLSR, being a widely implemented protocol, on a more abstract level our results describe the structure of connected dominating sets covering the 2-hop neighborhood of a node. This paper consists of two main parts. In Section 3 we provide structural results on MPR-sets that are independent of the selection algorithm that is used. In Section 4 and Section 5 we apply this theory to grid graphs showing that for 'central nodes' in grid graphs all MPR selection algorithms yield the same sets. In Section 6 the network lifetime is addressed, showing that a new graph parameter, the 'maximum forcedness ratio' is strongly related to the degree in which the structure of the graph allows improvement of the network lifetime by a better MPR selection heuristic. For graphs with a maximum forcedness ratio close to 1, the concrete MPR selection heuristic has little impact on the resulting network lifetime.
Related work

MPR selection
The classical MPR selection problem is to find for a given node a set of MPRs of minimum size that covers the whole 2-hop neighborhood. Selecting the MPR-set of minimal cardinality has been proven to be NP-complete ( [17] , [14] ).
In practice, heuristic algorithms are used to select MPR-sets. To set up MPR sets in a network, different MPR selection algorithms exist. In these algorithms each node (the selector nodes) independently chooses its MPR-set. These sets then act as relay nodes for messages sent by the selector node, and, thus can organize the broadcast communication in a network. The existing approaches mostly aim to optimize the selection of MPRs with a specific purpose in mind:
e.g., to minimize their number (as was the objective in the original specification ( [5] ), or to improve QoS (see [1] ). In [12] other purposes are presented:
to reduce the number of collisions, minimize the overlap between MPRs or maximize the global bandwidth.
The heuristics mentioned above have a structure that can be divided into three steps and use an incremental approach to compute an MPR-set. The first step always consists of selecting neighboring nodes as MPR that cover nodes in the 2-hop neighborhood that cannot be covered by other neighboring nodes. The second step extends this set in order to ensure that the complete 2-hop neighborhood is covered and in the last step it is investigated if some of the current selected nodes can be dropped without violating the requested properties of an MPR set. In [2] an interesting probabilistic analysis of the influence of the first step is given. The authors conclude that almost 75 % of the relay nodes are selected by the first step of the heuristics. In this paper we show that for a specific class of graphs all MPRs are selected in the first step of the algorithm. In [8] MPR selection algorithms in a specific probabilistic setting are analyzed. In this setting the edges in the graph have a weight, which represents the probability of successful transmission over that edge. For this probabilistic edge model the MPR selection heuristics are more complicated than the three step model.
Network lifetime problem
The network lifetime is an important parameter for battery-operated networks. Examples for such networks are personal area networks that are used in emergency situations. Such networks are deployed in regions where it is impractical to recharge/replace the battery of a node. This limited battery capacity of nodes participating in a MANET is a topic of a wide variety of literature on problems related to energy-efficiency. Many algorithms have been developed addressing the Network Lifetime Problem in general networks. From them, the following approaches are closely related to the topic of this paper:
(a) maximization of network lifetime for broadcast traffic. Kang and Poovendran [9] present an algorithm that maximizes the static network lifetime. Low and Goh [11] consider the problem of maximizing the minimum residual energy that remains after a broadcast transmission from a source. Park and Sahni [13] present an alternative heuristic for determining a tree with maximum 'critical energy' (minimum residual energy). These references form a small collection of approaches in this area. Note, that all approaches above assume that the transmission originates from a single source and that none of the approaches provides a specific discussion of the impact on MPR selection.
(b) minimization of total energy consumption for broadcast traffic. The problem of minimizing the total energy consumption for broadcast has been widely studied. The relation with the lifetime problem is that each broadcast reduces the sum of all battery capacities in the network with the total energy required for that broadcast. Liang [10] and Cagalj et al. [3] have proven independently that the minimum-energy broadcast problem with the objective of minimizing the total transmitted power is NP-hard. One of the first algorithms on broadcasting in wireless network with usage of the wireless multicast advantage is the Broadcast Incremental Power algorithm (BIP) [19] , with its variants [20] .
(c) Extension of network lifetime by topology control. The idea behind topology control is to reduce the number of connections in a network, to get a subnetwork with some given desired properties. This reduction can be realized by lowering the transmission power at certain nodes. The main issue is to find a topology with less connections and consequently less transmit power.
The distributed algorithm XTC [18] is an algorithm that provides such a reduction. Calinescu [4] studies an approach where the lifetime of the network is maximized taking into account the energy cost to maintain the topology.
Closest to the problem studied in this paper is [7] , where adjustments are made to the MPR selection algorithm to increase the network lifetime. More formally, let G = (V, E) be a connected graph (throughout this paper we assume bi-directional links), and let N k (u) denote the strict k-hop neighborhood of u, i.e., the set of nodes for which the shortest path to u has exactly
e., each node in N 2 (u) has a neighbor in M (u)). Furthermore, for a given MPR-set M (u), we call nodes from this set an MPR of node u. Finally, we denote the set of all possible MPR-sets of u by M P R(u).
To avoid circulating messages, MPRs only react on the first instance of a message. If this first instance is received by a neighboring node for which the given node is an MPR, the message is retransmitted, otherwise it is ignored.
Further instances of the same message are ignored independently of the sender of this message. This is called 'duplicate message detection'. To be able to implement this process, every node maintains a duplicate set, in which all received messages are listed. This set is used to check if an incoming message already has been processed. Consequently, the following is possible: (1) a node receives a message from a node for which it is not an MPR; (2) later it receives the same message from a node for which it is an MPR. Both messages will not be retransmitted: in case (1) because the node was not an MPR, in case (2) because the message is in the duplicate set. However, it is still easy to see that broadcasting via MPR's in the above sense reaches all possible nodes in the network.
The existing MPR selection algorithms differ in the selection process of the sets M (u), u ∈ V . Our aim in this section is to analyze how far the chosen MPR sets can differ. More precisely, we are interested in the subset of nodes of a neighborhood N 1 (u) which belong to every possible MPR-set of u. We denote this set by F 1 (u) and call it the forced set of node u. Note, that nodes in F 1 (u) are chosen as MPR for node u by every MPR selection algorithm.
To simplify arguments, we also introduce the inverse notion of a forced MPRset. For a given node u ∈ V , the set of nodes that force u to be MPR, is defined as F −1 (u) = {v|u ∈ F 1 (v)}. Clearly, both definitions are related by:
In the remainder of this paper, when it is not of any interest to the situation at hand, we simply state that v is an MPR and omit the name of the selector node.
The following lemma gives a characterization of F −1 (u) in terms of properties of the graph G. Proof. (⇐) Suppose that there exists a node v * ∈ N (u) such that there is a unique 2-hop path from v to v * , being the path
, and by symmetry also v * ∈ F −1 (u).
(⇒) Let v ∈ F −1 (u) and suppose that every node v * ∈ N 2 (v) can be reached via a 2-hop path v−w−v * with w = u. In this case N 1 (v)\u is a possible MPRset of v, which contradicts the fact that u is forced to be MPR. Consequently, there exists a v * ∈ N 2 (v) for which the only 2-hop path between v and v *
If we combine this with the fact that u is the only node that connects to both v and v * , u has to be MPR for v
An extreme case occurs, when all neighbors of a node u force u to be MPR,
In such a case we call u a fixed MPR. An example of a fixed MPR is e.g. the center node in a star topology. In Figure 1 and Table 1 we present an example graph with its forced and fixed nodes. In this example there is only one fixed node, namely node u 4 .
Fig.
1. An example network with forced and fixed nodes. Table 1 F 1 (u) and F −1 (u) for the example network in Figure 1 .
Fixed nodes have an important impact on the network lifetime. The following proposition states that fixed nodes provide an upper bound to the network lifetime independent of which nodes initiate the broadcasts. In the setting of this paper, we assume that different broadcasts do not interfere in time (a new broadcasts does not start before the previous is finished). Therefore, the network lifetime can be expressed in the number of messages that can been broadcasted until the first node runs out of energy.
To formulate the proposition, we introduce the notion of the Network Lifetime N LT (G) of a graph G. This value denotes the maximum number of messages which can be broadcasted within the network represented by G. Note, that in this definition the nodes which broadcast the messages may be chosen in such a way that a maximal lifetime is achieved.
Proposition 2 Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with a set S = ∅ of fixed MPRs. Furthermore, let the initial battery capacity of a node u be denoted by E(u) and the battery cost per transmission of a message in node u ∈ V be C(u). Then,
Proof. Let u be a fixed MPR in a connected network. Then u has to transmit each broadcast message in the network if MPR flooding is used for communication. To see this, we distinguish two cases. If u is the source, it obviously transmits the message. If u is not the source, the message reaches node u via one of its neighbors. Since F −1 (u) = N (u), u is MPR for every neighbor.
Therefore, the first message that arrives at u is being relayed and the (possibly) next duplicate messages are ignored. So, every broadcast message reduces the battery of a node u ∈ S exactly once with C(u). This immediately gives the bound stated in the proposition. 2
Note, that we need the fact that u is MPR for all its neighbors to ensure that it relays all message it receives. If node u would not be MPR for some neighbor v and u receives some message first from this node v, then u would not relay this message due to the duplicate message detection property.
The previous proposition provides an upper bound to the network lifetime. In general, the lifetime of the network may be even smaller, if a non-fixed MPR, say w, exists with a low ratio
. However, if we assume that this is not the case, the given bound is tight as we show below.
Corollary 3 Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with a set S = ∅ of fixed MPRs. If
.
Proof. By the duplicate message detection property, a single message will reduce the battery capacity of a node w by at most C(w). Therefore node w
can not run out of battery before
broadcasts. Thus, the inequality (2) guarantees that the bound in Proposition 2 is tight. 2
The structure of MPR sets in grid graphs
In this section, we apply the results of the previous section to grid structures. The grid structure of a graph induces two important properties, which are the basic elements for the proof of the theorem presented below.
• Translation Property
If u, v are grid points and − → a is a vector such that u + − → a is a grid point, then v + − → a is also a grid point.
• Symmetry Property
If v is a grid point, then the point obtained by mirroring v through another grid point is again a grid point.
Note, that for the two mentioned properties we assume that the grid structure is large enough; i.e. that the translated or mirrored point is still within the grid. Also for the following results, we are not interested in the specific issues at the border of the graph, but we concentrate on central nodes. A node Using the above terminology, we now apply the results of the previous section to grid graphs. The following theorem states the rather surprising fact that, for a 2-hop central node u in a grid graph we have F −1 (u) = F 1 (u) and that
is an MPR-set of u. As can be seen from Figure 1 , this is in general not true.
To keep the paper concise, we only present a sketch of the proof of Theorem 4. A full proof can be found in [16] .
Theorem 4 For every 2-hop central node u ∈ G m×n (r) with r ≥ 1, the set
Proof. (Sketch). Let u be a 2-hop central node in G m×n (r) with r ≥ 1.
(1) Then v ∈ F −1 (u) if and only if the mirror image v u (obtained by point mirroring v in u) is the only node in N (u) with a unique 2-hop path to v.
(2) Using this, it follows from the translation property that v ∈ F −1 (u) if and (4) Let u be a 2-hop central node in G m×n (r) with r ≥ 1. Then for every node w ∈ N 2 (u) it holds that w ∈ C 2 (u). Here, C 2 (u) is the convex hull multiplied by a factor of 2: C 2 (u) = {2x x ∈ C(u)}.
(5) The proof is completed by showing: all grid points in C 2 (u) are the grid points defined by f ∈F −1 (u) N (f ). This can be proven by a simple geometric argument. 2
MPR selection algorithms
The analysis in the previous section forms the fundament for our main result on MPR selection algorithms for grid graphs. Before presenting the theorem we discuss the structure of MPR selection algorithms. MPR-selection algorithms are localized algorithms, where each node u ∈ V selects an MPR-set M (u), independently from the other nodes. Most MPR selection algorithms use the following structure to calculate an MPR-set M (u) for node u:
(1) Start with an empty MPR-set of node u, and add nodes of N (u) that are the only neighbor of a node in N 2 (u). So, after this step M (u) = F 1 (u). Based on the above considerations, we present our main theorem of the study on MPR selection in graphs G m×n (r). It states that the MPR-set for a 2-hop central node in a grid graph is equal to its forced set.
Theorem 5
For every 2-hop central node u ∈ G m×n (r) with r ≥ 1, the set 
Network Lifetime Simulations
In this section we describe simulation results for MPR flooding. First, we describe how the theoretical results derived for grid graphs, are supported by simulations. Afterwards, we complement the analysis on grid graphs by concentrating on random graphs. We define a graph parameter called forcedness and investigate to which extent it influences the network lifetime. For the simulations we use three MPR selection algorithms: MinCar, MaxWill and MaxWillMinForced. These algorithms are described in Table 2 . (For the 'revenue' we refer back to Section 5.)
Grid graphs
In [16] simulations are described to verify the results for grid graphs pre- 
MaxWill
Revenue is defined as 'willingness'. OLSR has eight values available for the willingness (from 0 ("will never") to 7 ("will always")). This MPR selection algorithm selects first the nodes with the highest willingness. When willingness indicates the remaining energy of the node, this algorithm attempts to maximize the minimum energy of the network by saving energy of nodes with a low remaining energy. In this paper we assume 'willingness' to be equal to the residual energy, to avoid rounding effects.
MaxWillMinForced In this variant revenue is defined as s(v)
The term E(v) denotes the residual energy of a node v. This additional element aims to further improve the network lifetime. It provides a look-ahead on the residual energy in the future, as it describes the expectation that a node will consume much energy as it is forced to be MPR by many nodes. Table 2 The MPR selection algorithms considered in this paper (3) When r = 1 for both torus and plane all algorithms give identical results.
Random Graphs
In Section 3 we have shown that fixed nodes provide an upper bound to the network lifetime, independent of the MPR selection algorithms. We therefore are interested in the impact of 'almost' fixed nodes on the network lifetime performances of different MPR selection algorithms. To that order, we introduce the Forcedness Ratio to define 'how fixed' a node is. For a node u the Forcedness Ratio f (u) is defined as In each of these networks we initiated broadcast messages according to the same sendpattern. The messages are broadcasted by MPR flooding, where the MPRs are selected by the different algorithms. We discuss them separately.
MaxWill versus MinCar
The results of the simulations are presented in Figure 3 . The Performance
Ratio in this graph is defined as the network lifetime using MaxWill divided by the network lifetime using MinCar.
Analyzing the graph we see that when the Maximum Forcedness Ratio approaches 1 the difference in network lifetimes become smaller. This can also be concluded from Table 3 Table 3 The mean and standard deviation of the Performance Ratio concerning MaxWill and MinCar per interval of the Maximum Forcedness Ratios. 
MaxWillMinForced versus MinCar
The relation between the performances of MPR flooding using MaxWillMin- Table 4 The mean and standard deviation of the Performance Ratio concerning
MaxWillMinForced and MinCar per interval of the Maximum Forcedness Ratios.
MaxWillMinForced versus MaxWill
The 
Conclusions
We presented an analysis of MPR flooding by looking separately at MPRs, MPR flooding and MPR selection. By this, we are able to point out the effects of the specific elements of MPR flooding. Our conclusions are that for general graphs fixed nodes provide an upper bound to the network lifetime, independent of the MPR selection algorithm.
For grid graphs all MPR selection algorithms provide the same MPR-set for 2-hop central nodes, namely the set of forced nodes that is selected in the first step of a three step MPR selection algorithm. Since this result is a consequence of the regular structure (translation, symmetry) of the graphs, we may expect similar results for all graphs with regular (sub) structures.
For random graphs, the maximum forcedness ratio parameter, that we introduce in this paper, seems a good descriptor of the degree in which MPR selection algorithms yield network lifetimes. In random graphs with an MFR close to 1 there is less difference between MPR selection algorithms than in Combined with the fact that MaxWillMinForced is more difficult to implement, MaxWill therefore seems a good choice to implement in OLSR networks where lifetime of the network is important.
While in this paper we focus on mechanisms for broadcasting traffic with a homogeneous traffic load throughout the network, in future research it may be interesting to verify if similar conclusions hold for heterogeneous unicast traffic.
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